Optimizing Workspace and Storage Productivity in Automobile Dealerships.
Making workspace work by precisely fitting your needs.

You know that your Service and Parts Departments are major profit centers. That’s why the storage and workspace solutions you invest in are critical for driving profitability. Look to Lista for customized solutions that optimize the efficiency and productivity of your parts and service operations. You’ll also attract customers with the clean, organized and professional appearance that comes from Lista’s contemporary product design.

Industrial-strength quality and durability.

Everyone talks quality. But you can see, feel and experience the Lista difference. Open one of our storage drawers; you’ll see full extension and full-height sidewalls. And feel how it rolls smoothly and solidly. Then grab some heavy parts and you’ll experience how it handles up to 440 pounds. This is just one example of how Lista storage cabinets and workbenches easily take anything your dealership can dish out.

Your customized solution starts with ListaWorks.

ListaWorks™ is how we make workspace work for you. It’s our process for providing the highest-quality, custom-configurable solution that precisely fits your unique space and usage requirements. We have the design tools, consulting skills and experienced staff to optimize your productivity and profitability.

“Lista’s quality is head and shoulders above anything else that’s out there.”

Chuck Bradshaw
Service Director, Acton Toyota
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Lista cabinets are far superior to anything else we’ve used. Their construction and ease of use beats every other brand we’ve tried.

Vin Pellegrino
Parts Manager, Rodman Lincoln Mercury

ListaWorks™ starts with listening – because we really want to understand your efficiency and productivity needs. Then we use our design expertise and custom solutions capability to optimize your dealership’s unique footprint. Next, we render the solution so you can see exactly what you’ll get. Finally, we build it with famous Lista quality and durability. That’s making workspace work for you.
Wherever you have problems, Lista has the solutions.

Lista storage cabinets, Storage Wall® systems and workbenches turn the most disorganized service bays and parts departments into perfect examples of productivity. We’ll customize high-density storage and time-saving workspace solutions to bring consistent appearance, efficiency and space usage to every cubic inch.

In the Service Department, Lista gets it working.

PROBLEM: Many Service Departments include a number of fixed architectural details such as doors, bump-outs and utilities. A one-size-fits-all solution just doesn’t fit.

SOLUTION: Lista’s consultative design approach and customized solutions let you literally work around the irregularities, enabling your service bays to perfectly fit the existing space.

"By providing these Lista boxes we have a shop with a nice, clean, uniform look. And in a facility like this, you can control how the space is used. We also have an advantage with employee retention. Technicians are more likely to stay if you provide them with their own toolbox."

Dan Doucette
Operations Manager, Prime Motor Cars Mercedes-Benz
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**PROBLEM:** A cramped Parts Department with inadequate shelf storage. No place for small pieces, no place for large bulkier items and no place for customers to see.

**SOLUTION:** Every cubic inch is turned into efficient and versatile space with the Lista Storage Wall® system. Now every part, large and small, has a home.

"We fit the contents of 34 shelving units into one Storage Wall® system, with no space wasted. And we can add sections or completely rearrange the contents as our needs change."

Mark Bishoff
Parts Manager, Prime Honda of Boston

**PROBLEM:** Inefficient parts storage requires a lot of walking, searching, stooping and reaching.

**SOLUTION:** Lista’s high-density workspace is customized to fit your exact needs, allowing for more parts, more organization and more efficiency in fewer steps.
Lista in your Service Department: Tune it up for greater profitability.

Lista storage cabinets, workbenches and mobile cabinets turbo-charge the performance and efficiency of your automotive service bays. Tough, industrial-grade construction and materials are engineered to take a beating and still look great, while giving technicians quick and easy access to tools, parts and supplies. Lista’s clean, coordinated appearance promotes productivity, while helping to retain skilled technicians and enhance your image.

“...We sell our shop as an important part of our service experience, and the Lista benches really impress our customers and contribute to our professional appearance.”

Larry Bedell
Service Manager, Porsche/Audi of Nashua
Here’s a drawer made for the service area. Full extension, full-height sidewalls and flush handle that doesn’t catch clothes. Inside, a mesh mat and room for everything neatly in its place.

"Our technicians have lots of counter space for their tools, with storage underneath. The solution is visually great and functional, too."

John Conway
Service Manager, Daytona Harley-Davidson

ABOVE: Lista mobile cabinets put tools and parts within easy reach of a vehicle. They are integrated into the workstation so they can be securely locked away when not in use.

RIGHT: Technicians use tools large and small, which is why Lista makes drawers to match. Our combo cabinets can have long drawers, short drawers and everything in between. We can even customize the color to match your lifts.
Modular, shallow-depth cabinets made the best use of the limited space we have. We maintained adequate walkways for technicians, which further increased productivity.

Bob Rombs
General Manager, Tysinger Nissan
It’s mind-boggling how much we can store in our Lista cabinets. Plus, we’ve cut inventory time in half.

Robert Crete
Parts & Operations Manager, Boston Volvo Village
Only Lista solutions come loaded with so many options.

ListaWorks™ for the Service Department:

1. Workbench Integration
Delivers all the necessary space you need to work on a vehicle’s key components. Stainless steel tops and backsplashes keep it looking nice and easy to clean.

2. Combination Cabinets
Integrate narrow and wide drawers of varying heights to accommodate long tools, short tools, deep tools and various components to get the work done efficiently.

3. Lift Control Cabinet
Offers integrated, easy-access controls, and slides in and out for a neat appearance and easy servicing of the power unit.

4. Wet / Clean Base
Stainless steel legs keep storage off the ground and allow for easy cleaning without mounting to the wall.

5. Mobile Cart Locked Storage
Hides and secures a mobile cart when not being used to work on a vehicle.

6. Mobile Cabinet
A mobile tool carrier with drawer storage gets the right tools and parts within arm’s reach of a vehicle.

7. Hose Reel Cabinet
Hides up to 4 reels (air, water, oil, fluids) in a recessed cabinet design that doesn’t interfere with workflow.

8. Custom Drawer Interiors
Mesh liners, plastic boxes or partitions and dividers allow for custom configuration of your drawers to meet your service technician’s specific needs.

9. Integrated Electrical Power
Integrated power strips make sure you have the most efficient power supply right at the point of use.

10. Overhead Cabinets
Store and conceal everything from manuals and supplies to integrated computer monitor and pull-out keyboard.

11. Customized Colors
Choose from the 10 standard colors shown at right, or we can match anything you have in mind.
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You know the storage and workspace challenges facing your Service and Parts Departments. Now you know that Lista can provide custom-configured, integrated solutions. We understand your business. After all, Lista is bringing efficiency and productivity to automotive dealerships all over the continent. See your customization come to life with ListaWorks™.

**ListaWorks™ for the Parts Department:**

1. **Storage Wall® System**  
The industry’s most versatile parts and storage system with adjustable shelves, roll-out trays and drawers, all custom fit to your large and small fast-moving parts.

2. **Custom Drawer Interiors**  
Plastic boxes or partitions and dividers allow for custom configuration of your drawers. Store parts of a variety of sizes to maximize use of cubic storage space.

3. **Parts Counter**  
Start with counter space in a choice of worksurfaces, with ample room for monitors, literature and more. Then add custom-configured drawers, roll-out trays and shelves underneath for super-quick parts retrieval.

4. **Stacked Drawer and Shelf Cabinets**  
Choose from a wide variety of drawer widths and heights for storage of small to medium parts, with stacked shelf cabinets above to hold bulkier items. You can even stack our cabinets into mezzanine configurations, thanks to their all-steel construction.

5. **Customized Colors**  
Choose from the 10 standard colors shown at right, or we can match anything you have in mind.

**Lista workspace and storage solutions** are available in a wide variety of standard and custom colors.

- Beige (BE)
- Bright Blue (BB)
- Black (BK)
- Classic Blue (CB)
- Dark Gray (GR)
- Green (GG)
- Light Gray (LG)
- Red (NR)
- Sand (SN)
- White (FW)

*Note: Configurations shown are not recommended solutions. Visual representations of product array only.*
Let’s get started. Give our Customer Service Department a call for more information on our competitive pricing, free demo cabinet program and iron-clad lifetime warranty.

Our sales and design team is ready to provide ListaWorks™ for you free of charge. First Lista listens. Then we present a detailed, customized plan for your individual workspace and storage needs; one that offers solutions that maximize efficiency and flexibility while optimizing space and profitability.

- **Customized Surveys and Layouts** – Lista experts will survey your current and future storage and workspace needs, then propose solutions that provide the highest density and greatest productivity.

- **Floorspace Utilization Analysis** – We will prepare, plan and create CAD and/or photorealistic renderings for a grouping of products or an entire room-size solution.

- **Integration with Architectural and Construction Planning** – You can rely on Lista’s experience in coordinating with architectural and construction professionals at every stage of your project’s development.

- **Price Quotes** – We provide free estimates and price quotes, regardless of size.

- **Demo Product** – Want to test drive a product on us? Contact our sales consultants to arrange for a demo product to be shipped to your site. We know once you compare our quality to the rest, you’ll be convinced Lista is the right choice.